
Designing a small space doesn't have to be complicated.  Whether you're jazzing up an
apartment, loft, or condo, we've got some tips that will make the process creative and
fun.  Leaving you with a space that is stylish and functional.

Utilize your vertical space: Yes, use your walls. Your walls are vertical real estate. When
designing small spaces one uses their wall space wisely. Think shelves, wall-mounted
planters, funky hooks, and anything that doubles as storage to keep your floor plan open
and airy.

Let's talk scale: Furniture size matters. Don’t go for the oversize, but you also don’t want
your items small. But create a balance. Opt for furniture that fits just right.  Modular
furniture is always best for small spaces allowing you to be creative when furnishing
your space. 

Create Sections: Carve out little 'rooms' within your room. Even the smallest studio can
have "rooms" without walls. Define each area with purpose. Create a place to work or a
nook to relax. Use area rugs to outline each zone. Screens are also a stylishly way to split
up spaces while adding an element of intrigue to your layout.

Accessorize Smartly: Accessories are like the jewelry of room design. They need to be
smart. Think multipurpose items like ottomans with sneaky storage inside. Or, nesting
tables that tuck away neatly. Use mirrors, bounce light around and make the room feel
bigger.
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So stop pulling out your hair. Designing small spaces
doesn't have to be a headache-inducing nor does it mean
you have to downscaling your dreams. It is more about

unleashing your inner creativity. 

Remember creating a stylish space doesn’t require more
square footage. Good things do come in small packages –

especially when they're designed in style.
Need help -  Let us take away the stress and help you to

turn your small space into a gorgeous oasis. 

designing your vision  

we bring your ideas to life 

Feeling like you're about to lose it figuring
out how to make the most of your mini

haven? 

DONT PANIC?

We can help you to transform your space
into a dreamy oasis. 
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